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Introduction 

Agored Cymru 

Agored Cymru is licensed by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA) 
to validate Access to Higher Education Diplomas.

Agored Cymru is also a Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) awarding organisatio
offering a range of flexible and responsive units and qualifications designed to hel
learners of every age to achieve their potential.  

Agored Cymru is the only awarding organisation to focus entirely on developing units 
and qualifications to meet the needs of learners in Wales. We have over 20 years’
experience and have awarded over six million credits to learners across Wales.

Because we work exclusively in Wales, we are ideally placed to respond to the 
demands of the Welsh Government, our centres and our learners. Our qualifications 
are uniquely tailored to the needs and priorities of individuals, communities, employers 
and the aims of a modern Wales. We are the Welsh awarding organisation, working 
for the benefit of Wales. Our dedicated team of specialists is committed to promoting
the Welsh language by encouraging assessment through the medium of Welsh.

All our units and qualifications are credit based, and flexible enough to meet the need
of learners in any setting – from schools to FE and from offender learning to training in 
the workplace.  

Our products offer our centres the opportunity to deliver effective lifelong learning, 
widen opportunity and enable learners to progress within current education and 
training frameworks.  

At all times, we are committed to providing a high quality, responsive service to all 
our centres and learners.
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Qualification Information

Qualification Overview

The AHE Diploma aims to prepare learners for study in Higher Education. It is designed  
for those learners who, because of social, educational or individual circumstances, 
may have achieved few, if any, prior qualifications. This may include  adults who wish 
to change career, younger learners with substantial life experience post compulsory 
education, or those from under-represented groups in higher education (HE).  
In achieving an AHE Diploma, learners will develop the confidence, knowledge an  
skills necessary to be able to progress to, and successfully participate in, a programme 
of higher education. 

The AHE Diploma will:

•  prepare learners to be self-directed and independent, in a supportive learning
environment, by providing them with opportunities to develop study skills including
time management;

•  introduce learners to a range of academic subject areas related to the higher
education programme to which they wish to progress;

•  give learners the opportunity to experience a range of assessments in preparation
for those encountered in HE.

The AHE Diploma offers adults a more flexible route into HE, with the aim of widenin
participation in education.

The AHE Diploma also enables learners to accumulate a portfolio of credits, from 
a quality assured nationally recognised qualification to progress to HE, to enhanc
employment, to enable a change of career, or to enrich their everyday lives.

These qualifications are available in English and in Welsh. If these qualifications are requir
in other languages, please contact the Business Development team at Agored Cymru.

Qualification target grou

The purpose of the AHE Diploma is to provide progression opportunities to HE for adults 
who, because of social, educational or individual circumstances, may have achieved 
few, if any, prior qualifications     

The Humanities and Social Science qualification is designed for learners wishing t  
make their careers in  the Civil Service, teaching, sales, marketing and advertising, 
public administration and local authorities, journalism and media, teaching, heritage and 
conservation work, social care and social science careers, youth and community work, 
police and probation work, careers guidance, and  human resource management.

For those learners with work or care commitments, part-time or blended learning 
modes of delivery may provide a more suitable option than full-time attendance.  
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Qualification Information

Entry Requirements

QAA requires that:

Admissions should be made according to transparent and justifiable criteria, and
should include reference to: 

i. the match between the applicant’s aims and goals and the primary aim of the
learning programme as a preparation for study in higher education;

ii. the applicant’s ability to benefit from the learning programme;

iii. the applicant’s potential to meet the demands of the programme and complete
the programme requirements successfully. A range of evidence may be considered
when assessing the potential of an applicant to succeed on a particular programme.
Applicants for Access to HE Diploma programmes are likely to come from a wide
variety of backgrounds, and specific criteria should recognise that applicants ca
demonstrate their potential to succeed in a variety of ways, and that opportunities
to participate in certain activities can be limited by disability or by cultural or social
background. In making specific requirements in relation to life or work experience
providers should be aware of a range of legitimate types of experience, and the
inappropriateness of some demands for certain groups, particularly in respect of
learners with disabilities and/or learning difficulties

iv. the applicant’s life experience. Successful applicants will normally have substantial
experience of life outside of formal education, gained since completing compulsory
schooling. Where exceptions are made to this criterion, centres should be clear
about the particular circumstances which justify such an exception being made.
In certain circumstances, (in relation, for example, to admission to Access to HE
Diploma programmes preparing students for an HE course leading to a professional
qualification) it may be appropriate to require students to have particular kinds o
work experience;

v. the applicant’s educational experience. Where an applicant has recently
undertaken the whole, or part of, another Level 3 course, the application should
be considered with particularly careful reference to points i – iii, above.
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Qualification Information

Centres must ensure that their admissions procedures are designed to verify that the 
needs and abilities of individual learners match the aims and demands of particular 
Diplomas. To this end: 

•   procedures should be clear, fair and explicit;

•   procedures should be consistently and expeditiously applied;

•   procedures should be appropriate to the needs and characteristics of any specifie
target groups;

•   appropriate criteria for admission to the course should be clear and made available
to applicants (see Admissions criteria above);

•   procedures should provide for equality of opportunity for all applicants within the
admissions criteria established for the course;

•   any entry requirements should be made clear to applicants;

•   clear information about the course should be provided to applicants, in order to
ensure that they are able to make an informed decision about whether it meets their
aims and needs;

•   information about alternative options should be available, and prospective
applicants’ legitimate interests should be taken into account in any advice given;

•   information about the broad financial implications of undertaking the Access to H
Diploma and of following a course in higher education should be provided, including
information about where applicants may access advice in relation to their personal
circumstances;

•   the admissions process should include consideration of, and judgement about,
individual applicants’ capacity to complete and benefit from the Access to HE Diploma

•   the timing and nature of information about the outcome of the admissions procedure
should be made clear to applicants, and any applicant who is turned down should be
informed of the reason for the decision;

•   centres should have policies and procedures in place for responding to applicants’
complaints about the operation of their admissions procedure;

•  all those involved in the admissions procedure should understand the process as a
whole and their responsibilities within it, and should be competent to undertake
their roles.1
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Qualification Information

Title of AHE Diploma Potential higher education 
providers (HEPs)

Humanities  
and Social Sciences

Potential progression 
routes 

Degrees in English Language 
and English Literature, History 
and Philosophy, History, 
Ancient History, Economics 
and Business Economics, 
Journalism and Media, 
Sociology, Social Studies, 
Educational Studies, English 
and Contemporary Media, 
English and Creative Writing, 
Youth and Community,Human 
Resource Management, 
Developmental Psychology, 
Psychology, Health and Social 
Care,  

Cardiff University,  
The University  
of South Wales,  
Bangor University,  
Swansea University, 
Bristol University, 
Liverpool John Moores 
University,  
University of Chester, 
Aberystwyth University, 
Trinity St. David’s 
University of Wales 
Trinity Saint David.

Offering the AHE Diploma 

Centres may offer AHE Diplomas as full-time provision over one academic year, or 
part-time over two or three years. Blended learning packages may be offered over 
one or more years, but no longer than three years. Centres wishing to offer the 
Diploma via distance learning should contact Agored Cymru for further guidance.

An organisation must be a recognised centre to offer the AHE Diploma.  To find out
more about either becoming a centre or working in partnership with a centre, please 
contact a member of the Business Development team for more information.  

Resources

Centres must ensure that facilities and resources at each site that are to be used for the 
delivery of the Access to HE Diploma are appropriate for the learning and assessment 
requirements of the specific Diploma. These include learning support resources an  
facilities for Access to HE students. 

Where a centre wishes to offer a Diploma that it has not offered before, please contact 
Agored Cymru in advance.  

Progression Opportunities

(NB specific modules or units may be required for certain progression routes
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Qualification Information

Title of AHE Diploma Potential progression Potential higher education 
routes providers (HEPs)

Public Service, Sociology
with Psychology, Childhood
and Youth, Sociology
with Education, Heritage
Archaeology and History,
History and Archaeology,
History with Journalism,
History with Film Studies,
Humanities, Law, Philosophy,
Economics and Politics,
Philosophy and Politics,
Social Policy and Politics,
Religion and Theology,
Theology and Sociology,
Philosophy and Theology,
Primary Education.
Social Sciences,
Social Work, Psychology
and Counselling Studies,
Criminology and Criminal
Justice, Sociology with
Criminology, Childhood
and Youth, Forensic Science
with Criminology, Social 
Policy and Sociology.
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Qualification Information

The AHE Diploma specificatio

Each AHE Diploma adheres to the specification determined by the QAA – July 2013   
All AHE Diplomas comprise 45 graded credits at level 3 from academic subjects and 
15 ungraded credits at level 2 or 3. 

NB Centres and learners must follow the exact requirements of the rules of 
combination (RoC) of the specific AHE Diploma. There are no options to exceed and/or 
substitute the requirements of the rules of combination. If the rules of combination  
are not met an AHE Diploma will not be awarded. 

The AHE Diplomas have been developed in consultation with FE centres and higher 
education providers (HEP), taking into account national priorities, requirements for  
entry to HE, fitness for purpose of the units, and any need for new units. The propose
units and rules of combination for each AHE Diploma have been considered by a 
validation panel comprising representatives of Agored Cymru, HE admissions tutors,  
FE practitioners, representatives from other Access Validating Agencies (AVAs), and 
a learner representative. The outcome of the validation panel is reported to, and 
confirmed by, the Quality Standards and Regulation Committee (QSRC)  

Structure and content of the AHE Diploma

The AHE Diploma is made up of both mandatory and optional units. The content of  
the units is either based on academic subjects or underpinning skills and knowledge 
(core units). Core units may be at level 2 or ungraded level 3. Academic subject units, 
including the extended essay/project and work experience units, are all at level 3 and  
are all graded. 60 credits are required to achieve the AHE Diploma, with a minimum of 
45 credits achieved from the academic subject units.

Each AHE Diploma has specific RoC. Centres are required to check that all tutors adher
to the RoC. Centres are also required to make the RoC and the RoC profile availabl   
to learners.
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Rules of combination (RoC) for the AHE Diploma 
(Humanities and Social Sciences) 

The AHE Diploma (Humanities and Social Sciences) comprises 60 credits: 
• 45 level three graded;
• 15 level 2 / level 3 ungraded as prescribed below.

Graded Credits at
level 3

Academic subject content

9 credits at level 3 from each  27 
of three academic subject modules 

12 credits at level 3 from any 12 
academic subject modules,  
except the Project module 

Academic content

Extended Essay / Project 6

Total 45

Ungraded Credits at Credits at
  level 2 level 3

Communication Skills for Access 3 
to Higher Education HC83CY009 

Delivering Oral Presentations   3 
HC73CY146

3 3 credits at level 3 from 
the Study Skills module 

Mathematics 6

Total 15

Qualification Information

NB  Centres and learners must follow the exact requirements of the RoC of the 
specific AHE Diploma. There are no options to exceed and/or substitute the 
requirements of the rules of combination. If the rules of combination are not met, 
an AHE Diploma will not be awarded. 
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Graded

Extended Essay / Project

Academic subject content

Archaeology Childhood Studies

Counselling Criminology

Cultural Studies Economics

English Language Geography

Heritage History

Information Technology Law

Literature Media Studies

Philosophy and Ethics Politics

Psychology Religious Studies

Social Policy Social Work

Sociology Work Experience

Social Analytics

Ungraded

Core - Mathematics 

Core – Study Skills

NB  Centres and learners must follow the exact requirements of the RoC of the specific
AHE Diploma. There are no options to exceed and/or substitute the requirements of 
the rules of combination. If the rules of combination are not met, an AHE Diploma 
will not be awarded. 

A minimum of four time-constrained assessments of at least one hour have to be 
completed from academic subject modules, with the exception of the extended essay/
project and work placement modules. A minimum of two of these must be closed book.

The modules available in the AHE Diploma (Humanities and Social Sciences) are:

Qualification Information

Communication Skills
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Modules and unit lists

Mandatory – Communication Skills

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

HC73CY146 Delivering Oral Presentations Three 3 CDJ907

HC83CY009 Communication Skills for Access Three 3 CDJ906 
to Higher Education 

Core – Study Skills

Extended Essay / Project

Core – Mathematics

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

HC83CY008 Study Skills: Revision and Exam Skills Three 3 CDF128

EE23CY118 Thinking Skills Three 3 CDC491

HC73CY139 Information Literacy Three 3 CDC523

HC73CY134 Skills for Academic Writing Three 3 CDC425

HC73CY132 Study Skills: Planning and Time Management Three 3 CDC099

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

HC73CY141 Access to HE Investigative Project / Three 6 CDF110 
Extended Essay 

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

RB92CY006 Numeracy for Health Professionals Two 3 CDC515

RB92CY007 Numeracy for Health Professionals - Two 3 CDC516 
Scientific Applicatio  

RB12CY031 Data Handling and Probability Two 3 CDF270

RB12CY032 Shape, Space and Measure Two 3 CDF271

RB12CY033 Algebra and Graphs Two 3 CDF272

RB12CY034 Number Two 3 CDF273

RB12CY030 Application of Mathematics Two 6 CDC684

Qualification Content

EE82CY006  Applied Social Analytics Two 3 CDL452 
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Economics

Literature

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

EB33CY002 Macro-Economics Three 3 CDC536

EB13CY007 The Influence of Keynesian Economics Three 3 CDC103 
on the UK Economy 

EB13CY006 Economics: The Economic Problem Three 3 CDC101

EB13CY008 Understanding the Economy - Three 3 CDC342 
Post Industrial Wales 

EB63CY007 Economic Aspects of Inequality Three 6 CDC494

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

FC33CY015 Shakespearean Drama Three 3 CDB777

FC33CY023 Appreciating a Play Three 3 CDF593

FC33CY017 Appreciating Literature Three 6 CDB782

KC33CY027 Creative Writing: Writing in a Chosen Genre Three 3 CDC437

FC33CY025 Contemporary Literature Three 3 CDF967

FC33CY024 Appreciating a Novel Three 3 CDF966

FC33CY026 Appreciating Poetry Three 3 CDF969

FC33CY021 Literary Genre Three 3 CDC682

FC43CY030 Study of a Shakespearean Play Three 3 CDF370
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Qualification Content

Geography

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

RF43CY038 The Natural Environment and Man Three 6 CDC468

RF43CY037 People and Rivers Three 3 CDC438

QB13CY004 Energy Resources Three 6 CDB997

RF43CY032 Geomorphology and Landforms Three 3 CDB998

RF43CY033 Investigative Geography Three 3 CDB999

RF43CY034 Understanding Cities Three 3 CDC000

RF43CY045 Spatial Inequalities and Segregation Three 6 CDF596 
in the Western World 

RF43CY044 Sustainable Cities in both More and  Three 3 CDF595 
Less Economically Developed Countries

RF43CY039 Managing the Urban Environment Three 3 CDC508

EE33CY075 World Population Growth Three 3 CDF594 
and its Consequences 

RF43CY041 Physical Geography and Climate of Wales  Three 3 CDC527

RF43CY042 Geography of Wales: Extractable Three 3 CDC528 
natural resources  

RF43CY043 Geography of Wales: Land Use Three 3 CDC529

Archaeology

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

DC23CY001 Methods and Techniques of Archeology Three 3 CDC054

DC23CY002 Practical Observation and Recording Three 3 CDC055 
in Archaeology 

DC23CY003 The History of Archaeology Three 3 CDC056
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Qualification Content

Work Experience

Cultural Studies

Philosophy and Ethics

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

PR53CY038 Understanding Skills in Placement Three 6 CDC507 
Practice in Youth Work 

HC43CY013 Work Experience: Teaching and Learning Three 6 CDC134

GB33CY002 Preparation for Work Placement Three 3 CDC137 
in a Primary School 

PR53CY037 Placement Practice in Youth Work Three 6 CDC139

PA13CY058 Preparation for Work Placement  Three 3 CDC146 
in a Health and Social Care Setting

HC43CY015 Work Experience Three 6 CDF269

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

FB13CY014 Visual Images Three 3 CDG015

EE33CY071 Changing Communities Three 6 CDC461

FB13CY012 Culture and Creativity Three 3 CDC138

EE23CY114 Culture and Identity Three 3 CDC140

EE33CY070 Changing Ideas, Changing Images Three 6 CDC135

EE23CY113 Change and the Modern State Three 6 CDC136

DD13CY049 Rites of Passage Three 3 CDC511

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

DE43CY013 Political and Social Philosophy Three 3 CDC478

DE13CY006 Knowledge and Belief Three 3 CDC479

PA83CY004 Medical Ethics Three 3 CDC480
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Qualification Content

Media Studies

Politics

History

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

KA33CY003 Ideologies of a British Cinema Three 6 CDB989

KA23CY007 Media & Society Three 3 CDB990

KA23CY010 Media - Power and Persuasion Three 3 CDG014

KA23CY009 Media Comparison Three 3 CDC444

KJ13CY077 Advertising and Editorial Photography Three 6 CDB992

CQ63CY003 Multimedia in the Information Society Three 3 CDB993

CQ23CY006 Development of a Publication to a Three 6 CDB994 
Designated House Style 

KJ23CY041 Complete Digital Video Production Three 6 CDB995

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

EA23CY019 Popular Political Protest Three 3 CDF591

EA23CY015 Political Ideology Three 3 CDC010

EA23CY016 Political Influence in the Mass Medi Three 3 CDC011

EA23CY020 Global Politics Three 3 CDF919

EA83CY007 The British Consortium Three 6 CDF877

EA83CY008 Britain’s Electoral Systems Three 3 CDF902

Unit Code Level Credits Unit IDTitle  

DB13CY027 Understanding Hisotry:  Continuity and 
Change

Three 3 CDL409

DB13CY028 Use of Historical Sources Three 3 CDL410

DB13CY031 Historical Debate Three 3 CDL411

DB13CY029 Historical Factors Three 3 CDL412

DB13CY030 History of Wales:  The Development of 
Settlements

Three 3 CDL413
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Qualification Content

Heritage

Religious Studies

English Language 

Law

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

DC33CY001 History of Heritage Three 3 CDC432

DC33CY002 Legal Aspects of Heritage Three 3 CDC433

DC33CY003 Interpretation of Heritage Three 3 CDC434

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

DD13CY050 Exploring World Religions Three 3 CDC512

DD13CY051 Religion and Conflic Three 3 CDC513

DD13CY052 Religion and Media Three 3 CDC514

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

KC33CY028 Creative Writing for Pleasure Three 3 CDC472

KC33CY029 Autobiographical Writing Three 3 CDC477

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

EC13CY064 The Courts of Law Three 6 CDF590

EC63CY005 The Criminal Law Three 3 CDC162

EC13CY058 Law of Tort Three 3 CDC163

EC13CY067 Criminal Law – Homicide Three 3 CDF770

EC13CY066 Sources of Law Three 3 CDF747

EC83CY002 Advocacy and Communication Skills Three 3 CDC166 
in a Legal Context  

EC63CY006 Crime: Offences Against The Person Three 3 CDC167

EC73CY010 Family Law Three 3 CDC168

EC13CY061 The Nature of Law in Society Three 3 CDC169
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Qualification Content

Childhood Studies

Counselling

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

GA13CY013 Child Development Three 3 CDC003

GA33CY014 Childhood Studies: Children’s Play Three 3 CDC004

PR53CY036 Playwork Introduction:  Three 3 CDC005 
Basic Theories of Children’s Play 

PR43CY045 Social and Legal Framework Affecting Three 3 CDC006 
Children and their Families 

GA13CY014 Methodologies to Support Three 3 CDC440 
Children’s Learning 

GA33CY015 Childhood Studies: Key Concepts and Three 3 CDC531 
Theoretical Development 

GA33CY016 Childhood Studies: Principles and  Three 3 CDC532 
Practices for Working With Children 
and Families 

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

PS13CY045 Understanding How to Support Three 3 CDC143 
Individuals with Grief and Loss 

PS13CY046 Understanding Counselling Three 6 CDC144

PS13CY047 Reflective Practice in Counsellin Three 3 CDC145

PS13CY048 Counselling Skills – Practice Three 3 CDF268

HB13CY020 Using Reflectio Three 3 CDF129

Criminology

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

 EC13CY065 Critical Criminology Three 3 CDF597

EE23CY117 The Criminology of Prisons Three 3 CDC475

EE23CY110 Criminology Three 3 CDC007

EC13CY056 The Origins of Criminology Three 6 CDC008
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Qualification Content

Information Technology

Psychology

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

 CP23CY008 Bespoke Software Three 3 CDF280

CR33CY001 Email Three 3 CDF281

CR13CY002 Internet Three 3 CDF282

CQ53CY014 Presentation Software Three 3 CDF283

CP33CY012 Use Spreadsheets - Creation, Three 3 CDF284 
Editing and Analysis 

CP33CY013 Use Spreadsheets - Presentation and Three 3 CDF285 
Publishing Information 

CQ13CY026 Word Processing - Creating and  Three 3 CDF286 
Modifying Layouts, Structures and Styles 

CQ13CY027 Word Processing - Entering and  Three 3 CDF287 
Combining Text and Other Information 

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

 PK13CY051 Social Psychology - Pro and Three 3 CDJ942 
Anti Social Behaviour

PK13CY052 Introduction to Psychology Three 3 CDJ943

PK13CY057 Methods of Psychological Investigation Three 3 CDJ964

PK13CY053 Social Psychology Three 3 CDJ944

PK83CY021 Criminal Psychology Three 3 CDJ945

PK23CY021 Stress and Stress Management Three 3 CDJ946

PK13CY054 Theoretical Approaches to Psychology Three 3 CDJ947

PK13CY055 Developmental Psychology - Three 3 CDJ948 
Early Socialisation

PK13CY056 Developmental Psychology – Adolescence,  Three 3 CDJ949 
Adulthood and Senescence 

PK33CY007 Language Acquisition Three 3 CDJ950

PK23CY022 Abnormal Psycholoy Three 3 CDJ951
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Qualification Content

Social Policy

Social Work

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

PR13CY028 Critical Issues in Social Policy Three 3 CDL405

PR13CY029 Social Policy Implementation Three 6 CDL406

PR13CY030 Social and Welfare Policy Three 3 CDL407

PR13CY031 Social Policy in Britain Three 3 CDL408

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID 

PR13CY023 Social Services Three 3 CDL398 

PR13CY024 Social Work Policy and Legislation Three 3 CDL399 

PR13CY025 Social Work Practice Three 3 CDL400 

PR13CY026 Theories of Social Work Three 3 CDL401 

PR13CY027 Values of Social Work Three 3 CDL402 

AJ23CY011 Equality and Diversity Three 3 CDL403 

AJ23CY012 Welfare Rights and Responsibilities Three 3 CDL404 
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Qualification Content

Social Analytics

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID

HC83CY010 Social Analytics Three 3 CDJ969

EE83CY011 Applying Social Analytics Three 3 CDK370

NB  Centres and learners must follow the exact requirements of the RoC of the specific
AHE Diploma. There are no options to exceed and/or substitute the requirements of 
the rules of combination. If the rules of combination are not met, an AHE Diploma 
will not be awarded. 

A minimum of four time constrained assessments of at least one hour have to be 
completed from academic subject modules, with the exception of the extended essay/
project and work placement modules. A minimum of two of these must be closed book’.

Sociology

Unit Code Title Level Credits Unit ID 

EE23CY124 Sociology of the Family Three 3 CDJ934 

EE23CY125 The Sociology of Health and Illness Three 6 CDJ935 

EE23CY126 Sociology of Education Three 6 CDJ936 

EE23CY128 Sociological Perspectives Three 3 CDJ938 

ED83CY011 Education and Social Class Three 3 CDJ939 

EE23CY129 The Sociology of Crime and Deviance Three 3 CDJ940 

EE23CY130 Inequality and Discrimination Three 3 CDJ941 

EE23CY131 Inequalities in Health Three 3 CDJ962 

EE23CY132 Socialisation Three 3 CDJ963 
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Qualification Content

Restricted unit combinations

In the Counselling and Geography modules there are some units where content overlaps. These units 
have been identified and restrictions placed on their use. See below for barred combinations relating 
to this diploma.

Geography Units

Counselling units

  Do not use with this unit

Do not use with this unit

Unit Code Title 

RF43CY033 Investigative – 
Geography

QB14CY004 Energy Resources 

Unit Code Title Level Credits

PS13CY047 Reflective Practice
in Counselling 

Unit Code Title 

RH13CY016 Ecosystems 
and Ecology 

RH13CY017 Practical Ecology 

QB13CY005 Global Energy Resources

Unit Code Title 

HB13CY020 Using Reflectio
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Qualification Content

Links with other qualification

Learners may undertake an AHE Diploma, having previously studied the Agored Cymru 
Skills for Further Studies (SFS) qualification. The content of some of the units from the
SFS qualification may be replicated in the AHE Diploma. Where this is the case and
units have been achieved within three years prior to registering for the AHE Diploma, 
exemptions may apply.  

NB  Exempted level 3 units derived from the SFS qualification will not be graded.  
(See notes on RPL).

GCSE alternatives for progression to initial teacher training degrees

Agored Cymru has agreed with the admissions tutors of Welsh HEPs for BA(QTS) 
and PGCE degree programmes, that they will accept 12 level 2 credits in maths 
and English/communications plus three level 3 credits as an alternative to the GCSE 
grade B requirements for entry to those degree programmes. At present, science 
entry requirements are GCSE grade C, and 12 credits at level 2 in science subjects are 
acceptable alternatives. However learners intending to study and/or work (at any point 
in their career) in England are advised that achievement of GCSE grade B in maths and 
English and grade C in science is a requirement for entry into the profession.

Centres must ensure that learners have contacted HEPs to confirm their individual 
entry requirements before completing their UCAS applications.

Embedding Education for Sustainable Development 
and Global Citizenship (ESDGC)

Agored Cymru is committed to embedding ESDGC within learning activities in Wales. 
ESDGC recognises that everyone’s actions are interlinked; the decisions and lifestyles 
of learners impact on the lives of other people throughout the world.  

The integration of ESDGC within the curriculum offers opportunities for learning and 
development practitioners to present impartial and practical views that allow learners 
to make informed choices. ESDGC is not an additional subject; it should be integrated 
into all areas of the curriculum wherever possible.  

There are seven interconnected key themes that have been identified within ESDGC.
Further information can be found on the Agored Cymru website.

Each unit includes suggestions for embedding the different ESDGC. Please note that 
this is for guidance only and is not intended to restrict the ways in which ESDGC can 
be incorporated.  
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Quality Assurance Processes

Learner registration

Learners must be registered and certificated for units to a maximum value of
60 credits only.

Learner registration must be completed no later than 12 weeks from the start 
date of the AHE Diploma course, or before the learner makes a formal application to 
an HEP through UCAS or any other application process, whichever date occurs first

Recognition of prior learning (RPL) 

No more than 50 per cent of the credits required for any AHE Diploma (i.e. no more than 
30 credits in total - including those at level 2) may be awarded through RPL. The AHE 
Diploma may be achieved by RPL or by credit transfer from an AHE Diploma course at an 
Agored Cymru centre or other AVA. (*see QAA website for further details)

RPL is considered to include: 

C17 Recognition of prior learning (RPL) is the generic term for processes used to 
recognise learning achieved outside the formal course of learning designed to support 
student achievement of a named Diploma. It includes recognition of both experiential 
and certificated learning

C18 Accreditation of prior certificated learning is the process through which previously
assessed and certificated learning is recognised as demonstrating achievement
equivalent to that required to achieve one or more units of a named Diploma. As the 
previous learning has already been certificated, no credit is awarded, but students are
exempted from the achievement of credit to a value judged by Agored Cymru to  
be equivalent.

C19 Accreditation of prior experiential learning is the process by which non-certificate  
learning achieved in a range of learning contexts is recognised as demonstrating 
learning equivalent to that needed to achieve one or more of the units required for the 
award of a named Diploma.

In this process, a student presents evidence from previous experience, which is then 
assessed against the learning outcomes of the unit(s) being claimed. If the evidence 
satisfies the requirements of the learning outcomes and assessment criteria of
the unit, the unit is achieved, and the student awarded the associated credit. Units 
achieved in this way are not graded.
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Credit transfer

C13 If a student transfers from one named Diploma to another (either within or 
between AVAs), credit already achieved may be transferred where this is derived from 
units that are acceptable within the rules of combination for the named Diploma to 
which the student is transferring, subject to the maximum of 50 per cent of the units 
of any Diploma being achieved through this mechanism and/or through RPL.

QAA Recognition Scheme for Access to Higher Education ‘The Access to Higher 
Education Diploma Specification 2013’ pages 13 and 14.

Exemptions claimed by accreditation of prior certificated learning will only be considere  
where the qualification in question has been achieved within three years prior t  
registration for the diploma. Exemptions can only be considered on sight of the original 
certification of the qualification/s concerned Students are responsible for agreeing the 
entry offer combinations with the potential HEP under these circumstances.

For more information centres should consult the guidance within the ‘Recognition of 
Prior Learning (RPL) Policy and Procedure‘ 

Assessment 

Centres must have systems and procedures in place to ensure that assessment 
strategies for the AHE Diploma enable valid, reliable and consistent judgements to 
be made about the achievement of all assessment criteria and learning outcomes. 
To ensure that inclusive assessment strategies are in place, it may be necessary for 
centres to adapt assessments to respond to individual learner needs. Centres should 
consult the guidance on the Agored Cymru website which provides clear guidelines 
about the way in which reasonable adjustments can be applied to assessment.  

Centres must comply with the following Agored Cymru policies when assessing the 
AHE Diploma(s), including:

• reasonable adjustments to assessment;

• special considerations for assessment;

• recognition of prior learning;

• retention of assessment materials;

• e-assessment (where applicable);

• distance learning (where applicable).

A minimum of four time constrained assessments of at least one hour have to be 
completed from academic subject modules, with the exception of the extended 
essay/project and work placement modules. A minimum of two of these must be 
closed book’.

http://agored.cymru/File/3683
http://agored.cymru/File/3683
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Centres are responsible for unit assessment planning, the scheduling of assessment 
and recording learner achievement. Assessments should be spread appropriately over 
the course so that they are manageable for learners.  

Assessors must:

•  have an appropriate level of subject expertise;

•  have current and/or relevant experience in assessing;

•  have undertaken relevant training if new to assessing;

•  have good knowledge and understanding of Agored Cymru assessment requirements;

•  have current knowledge of the QAA grading requirements;

•  understand the implications of barred combinations of units;

•  understand the requirements of the rules of combination (RoC) for any AHE Diploma
on which s/he may be delivering/assessing.

Grading 

45 credits are graded and derive from level 3 academic subject units. 15 credits  
are ungraded and derive from level 2 or level 3 units. An AHE Diploma is awarded 
if a learner successfully completes 60 credits from units within the relevant RoC.   
A transcript, showing the units and grades achieved, accompanies the certificate.

Advice from QAA on grading requirements can be accessed via the following links:

Section A: http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-
scheme-section-a-2013.aspx

Section B: http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-
scheme-section-b-2013.aspx

Section C: http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-
scheme-section-c-2013.aspx

Section D: http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-
scheme-section-d-2013.aspx

Section E: http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-
scheme-section-e-2013.aspx 

Centres must ensure that tutors new to delivering and assessing the AHE Diploma 
receive training on grading requirements. 

http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-a-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-b-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-a-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-c-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-b-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-c-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-d-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-d-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-e-2013.aspx
http://www.accesstohe.ac.uk/AboutUs/Publications/Pages/grading-scheme-section-e-2013.aspx
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Resubmissions 

Resubmissions must be managed in accordance with the detailed regulations for 
resubmissions in particular:

•  the original submission must be returned to the student, with written feedback which
explains which learning outcome(s) has/have not been achieved;

•  no feedback about the standard of the work in relation to grades may be given at
this stage;

•  the specific requirements of a resubmission opportunity must be made clear to th
student;

•  successful resubmissions must be graded following the same process as used for
successful submissions and grades are given accordingly;

•  only one resubmission opportunity may be provided for any individual assignment
(unless mitigating circumstances have been accepted).

(See Annex C2 on page 11 of the QAA grading scheme handbook)

 If the resubmission is unsuccessful (that is, the resubmitted work still does not meet 
the learning outcome(s) in full), the only means by which a further opportunity for 
resubmission can be provided within the same registration period is through referral.

Referrals

Normally, a student is permitted only one opportunity to resubmit work which fails 
to meet all requirements of the associated learning outcomes. The referral process 
allows the course team to recommend that a student should be permitted a second 
resubmission opportunity.

Referral may also be requested for students who have submitted work after a deadline 
without an agreed extension, and this work has failed to meet the requirements of 
one or more of the associated learning outcomes. If this occurs within the duration of 
a course, the recommendation is referred to the lead/external moderator through the 
process described in Annex C2 of the QAA grading scheme handbook.

 If the need for referral occurs at the end of the course (for example, as the 
consequence of assessments that have been taken in the last weeks of a course), the 
recommendation is taken to the awards board, as referrals at this stage in a course 
have implications for staffing, resources and results that need to be fully considered
and carefully managed. (See Section E, Annex E1.)
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Internal verificatio

Internal verifiers must

• have current and/or relevant experience in assessing and internal verification

• have a good understanding of Agored Cymru internal verification requirements

• have current knowledge of the QAA grading requirements;

• understand the implications of barred combinations of units;

• understand the requirements of the rules of combination for any AHE Diploma for
which the internal verifier is responsible

Pre-course

Centres must internally verify all assessment tasks prior to delivery to ensure they 
allow learners to meet all assessment criteria and allow differentiation for grading 
purposes if applicable. Internal verifiers must check that unit assessment plans are
in place and fit for purpose

Formative internal verification 

Internal verifiers must produce and implement a sampling strategy to monito  
consistency of standards of assessment and to impose corrective actions where 
appropriate.   

Summative internal verification 

Internal verifiers must be satisfied that the standard of learner work reflects t
outcomes before recommending any award of credit.

Retention of learner work

Current information on retention of learner work can be found on the website here.

Standardisation

Standardisation workshops take place in the Autumn term and are facilitated by an 
Agored Cymru representative. Centres are required to attend each year. 

External quality assurance

All AHE Diplomas are externally quality assured in line with QAA and Agored Cymru 
requirements. Assessment judgements are reviewed via formative and summative 
external verification. Learner outcomes, including grades, are only provisional pending
external verification and the final awards board (FAB)

http://www.agored.org.uk/getfile.aspx?fileid=357
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Self-assessment

Centres are required to collect and analyse course and learner data and produce an 
accurate, evaluative course performance review (CPR) at the end of each academic 
year which must be submitted to Agored Cymru by the beginning of September. 

Certificatio

For an AHE Diploma to be awarded, all credits must be achieved within three years of 
registering on the AHE Diploma, unless there are mitigating circumstances which must 
be reported to and considered for approval by the QSRC. 

Final awards boards confirm the award of credit and/or the AHE Diploma at the end of
the course. 

The date of the results day is available on the Agored Cymru website. Results are 
published on the password protected AHE Diploma section of the Agored Cymru 
website. Centre staff and HE admissions tutors can access the results once they have 
obtained the necessary password from Agored Cymru.

Centres are required to nominate a member of staff who has a good understanding 
of the qualification and is responsible for dealing with AHE enquiries relating to AHE
Diploma results during each week of the months of July and August. 

Centres are required to distribute certificates to all learners promptly

http://www.agored.cymru
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Access Qualifi cation Guides available:
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